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Answers  Unit 3-11 schwa /ul/ sound       3rd Edition    
 
1 Spelling Skills - Syllables 
cam / el,   drizz / le,   
sam / ple,  par / cel,   
pur / ple,   spar / kle, 
mum / ble,   la / bel,   
pudd / le, speck / led,   
bubb / le,   ridd / le, 
set / tle,   peo / ple,   
sadd / le, padd / le,   
ta / ble,  tunn / el,  
tick / le,   trav / el 
 
2 Compound Words 
tablespoon 
tabletop 
townspeople 
timetable 
 
3 Understanding Adverbs 
Adverbs in underlined. 
'Making Muffins 
Brett will preheat the oven early and will then 
brush some oil thinly on the base of the muffin 
tin. Tanya will slowly sift two cups of flour into 
the bowl. She will then gradually mix the 
butter into the flour. Brett will carefully break 
an egg into the bowl and beat it vigorously 
with a whisk.  He will add the egg to the flour 
and steadily pours in the milk. Tanya will 
gently stir the mixture with a spoon and put 
the batter in the fridge for five minutes to chill. 
She will spoon the batter evenly into the tins 
filling each half full. Tanya will put a piece of 
chocolate inside each muffin and quickly 
press chocolate bits all over the top of the 
muffins. She will carefully put the muffins into 
the oven where they should cook perfectly in 
25 minutes. 
 
4 Rhyming Words 
a. label  table    b. parcel  
c. puddle    d. people  
e. tickle    f. camel   
g. drizzle  h. saddle  paddle 
 
5 Dictionary Skills 
a. paddle, parcel, people, puddle, purple 
b. table, tickle, travel, tunnel 
c. saddle, sample, sparkle, speckled, struggle  
 
 
 

 
6 Suffixes 
angrily, friendly 
hungrily, suddenly, 
noisily, promptly, 
quickly, easily 
Sentence will vary 
 
7 Missing Words 
a. It is very difficult to ride a camel without a 
proper saddle.  
b. The geologist took a sample of rock from 
the new railway tunnel.  
c. When I travel overseas I like to have a 
quiet holiday away from lots of people. 
Sentence will vary.  
 
8 Synonyms - Similar Meaning Words  
a. tunnel     b. travel   
c. parcel     d. speckled  
e. sparkle    f. mumble 
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